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Shapes Vol.1 Stradali Diddle Pacm + Auto.Q: Most effective way to design a view using SmartGWT? Context The app I'm

working on currently serves as a prototype. I don't have too much in the way of UI to start with, but the functionality is more or
less ready to go. I currently use Dijit widgets in most of the views, but I'm thinking of moving to SmartGWT, after hearing that
it's what Google's using for the Gmail app and other Google apps. Goal The goal is to be able to define the "look and feel" of a
view, and not have to implement many widgets inside the view. My current approach Create an xml file that defines each view

Store the data associated with that view in GWT objects Provide a way for the XML user to edit the xml file Goal 2
Communicate with the server These actions are delegated to a particular view, and the view implements a given interface that
returns a widget to the browser and accepts data provided by the browser The View class implements return a widget based on
the XML xml The View interface implements has methods to handle the updates on the xml file These "widgets" are the only

thing that's displayed in the browser The issues I'm running into This works reasonably well, but I have several issues. For
example, I'm experiencing some trouble getting AJAX-related widgets to work. I don't believe I'm doing any server-side

communication - just sending data to and from the browser based on events generated by the app. My data is kept in a GWT
Map. The second issue I'm running into is that smartGWT's support for "views" is very low-level. The documentation doesn't

really touch on how to implement a view as I've described it. It simply says that you can load a bunch of widgets and "render" a
widget. Problem 1 I can't seem to replace an existing view I want to be able to define a view, and then load it - creating a new

view does not replace an existing view. The API for creating a view basically says "Create a widget, use addView to add
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